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It is good to be an assertive
veteran. You do not need to
accept everything that is
being told to you by your
representative. Statements
such as; don’t reopen your
old claims based on worsening conditions, you may be
reduced. Don’t appeal your
claims, you may be reduced.
You don’t need to except the
words; be satisfied, don’t
appeal or don’t get the VA
mad. You don’t need to accept someone judging you
for filing all your claims that
you deserve. You don’t have
to accept being told; wait
until you have the evidence
to support your claims. You
don’t have to accept being
told, wait until your representative receives your
claims file. If you have a
plausible basis for your
claim, it could be in your
best interest to file immediately. Financially the timing
of filing a claim is important
to you because the VA compensates you from the day
of filing. It is good for you to
be assertive and not allow
anyone to push you around.
Also, make sure you get
yourself in good position for
filing for unemployability
while you are working so
your claim will not take so
long when you are not able
to work because of your ser-

vice connected disability.
Moreover, just because you
are 100% does not mean
your claims are necessarily
over. There may be additional claims that need to be
filed as your service connection condition worsens or
causes additional secondary
claims. Make sure your representative is looking out for
you rather than his/her own
interest. When you are
100% you may eventually
end up with loss of use of a
body part which would result
in housebound, k-rating or
loss of use of body part and/
or aid and attendant benefits. That is an additional
compensation over and
above 100%. Covering your
back also means covering
your spouse’s back. So your
spouse can receive benefits
after you are deceased. You
don’t have to accept your
representative telling you
don’t file all your claims because you are overwhelming
the VA , or it is too much
work for your representative
and it may slow things up.
Sometimes what the representative says is true, other
times filing for everything
possible may be in your best
interest.
It is helpful to be aware of
the scope of all your claims.
There are 11-51 compensa-

tion claims that can be filed
when the VA has been careless as well. Also, there are
presumptive claims, but just
because your claim does not
fit a presumption doesn’t
mean you can’t receive an
award. You can still receive
medical opinions to support
your claims that don’t fit the
presumption. Attorneys are
normally more helpful with
medical and/or psychiatric
opinions. Be aware of the
finer pointing in both directions. Attorneys versus traditional veteran’s representatives. Most of all; be sure
your representative is interested in covering your back.
Recognize the fact that attorneys show little interest in
claims in which they don’t
receive compensation and
that are not on appeal.
Salaried representatives
may have less interest in
appealing your claims. Visit
our website
www.vets4fullrepresentation
.com and click on “Choosing
a Veterans Representative”
to help you decide what representation is in your best
interest.
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THE BROKEN SHIELD
By: Jim Lohr (WW II Veteran)
On this day, April 6th 1945, the U.S.S. San Jacinto CVL-30 was steaming off the island of Okinawa
covering the invasion of the island by our marines, soldiers and sailors. Little did we know in the
oncoming 82 days twelve thousand sailors, soldiers and marines would be killed taking the island
from the Japanese. Over 100,000 Japanese were killed on Okinawa during operation Iceberg 1945.
Freedom doesn’t come cheap and never will. People who truly understand the reason for the military
know, “Freedom Isn’t Free”. Many will serve, but few will be tested.
From 0800 until noon, 1200, we were sending off aircraft on strikes against the island dropping
bombs and strafing gun emplacements. The rest of the crew was doing whatever their job called for.
At 1200 most all the crew had gone to chow, to eat their noon meal, and had returned to doing whatever they were doing to keep things going. Sometime around 1200 the ship’s battle alarm sounded
causing all the ship’s crew to go to their assigned battle stations. At about 1319 a Japanese plane
made a shallow glide from about 8,000 to 9,000 yards distance straight for the Belleauwood. He had
been under observation for about two or three minutes by our starboard gun batteries, but he had a
belly tank exactly like an F6-F and resembled an F6-F to such an extent that we did not recognize him
as a Japanese plane until he was well in his glide towards the Belleauwood. It is believed that practically all ships in the formation also believed the plane to be a friendly fighter because a 40mm mount
(11) on the San Jacinto was the first gun in the group to open fire on the attacking plane. The Japanese
plane fell into the water without burning about 75 yards off the Belleauwood’s starboard beam. We
claim an assist and credit for pointing the plane out as enemy to the task group.
At 1320 two other Japanese planes following the plane that attacked the Belleauwood just a few
minutes previously appeared to be an attempt at a coordinated attack. The number one plane of this
attack started his run on the San Jacinto’s port quad from about a 4,000 feet altitude. At the time the
ship was in a turn swinging from 030° to 330°. We spotted the plane quickly and were the first ship to
open fire. We obtained early hits, setting him on fire shortly after he commenced his dive. After being
hit, the plane became the most spectacular blaze we had ever seen.
The plane trailed smoke and continued its dive for a few seconds then started to pull up in a steep
climb. It burst into flames at its left wing root and climbed high into a stall, seeming to hang in the sky
directly astern of the San Jacinto trying to decide in which direction to fall. Finally, it dipped its right
wing and spun in about 800 yards astern of the San Jacinto.
Just before the number one plane reached the peak of his climb, we spotted another Japanese
attacking the San Jacinto from the starboard beam. All the starboard gun batteries immediately shifted
their fire to it and started hitting the plane just around 2500 yards, making it smoke badly. Intense AA
fire continued from the ship until the Japanese crashed into the sea astern of the U.S.S. Massachusetts. By this time the ship was on a course of 330°. This made two sure kills for the San Jacinto
Batteries in less than two minutes.
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THE BROKEN SHIELD (continued)
At around 1330, a Japanese Kamikaze broke out of the clouds some 4000 yards ahead of the San
Jacinto in a steep dive leveling off at some 1000 yards above the water headed straight at the bow of the
San Jacinto. The quad 40mm gun on the bow started firing moments after some 20mm guns on the port
side of the catwalk of the forward end of the flight deck started firing.
As the ship started turning to port to expose more guns on the starboard side of the ship, the quad
40mm gun on the bow had gone to full rapid firing. The gun crew was looking and firing point blank as
the Kamikaze came boring in, being hit by point blank firing. As the ship was turning to port, this threw
the angle of the plane off causing it to miss the ship by a few feet and causing it to crash into the sea with
a tremendous explosion and fire.
The explosion of the plane and bomb it was carrying scattered parts of the Japanese pilot, parts of his
plane and shrapnel from the bomb all over the bow of the ship as well as guns on the starboard side of
the flight deck and the bridge of the ship where the Captain was stationed. (to be continued)
This story will continue in our January issue. In the January issue we will have what Mr. Lohr was personally involved in beginning the day before, on April 5th, 1945.
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Veterans Assistant Fund
I have assisted veterans one way or another for 30 years. One of the problems that need to
be addressed is the fact that veteran’s claims can take from less than a year to 10 years depending on the complexity of the claims and how far the veterans have to appeal his/her claims.
Many veterans lose their homes and have to sell many of their personal items is order to survive.
Therefore, I have donated $10,000.00, seed money, in order to address this issue. Vets for
Full Representation intends to write grants in order to assist veterans with this problem. Vets for
Representation is interested in assisting veterans with major financial problems. It does not
want to duplicate what churches and other veteran’s organizations do for veterans. Vets for Full
Representation will be focusing on cases in which a veteran did nothing wrong: he/she just became disabled because of a service connected claim which has taken too long. In order to qualify, the veterans claim needs to be evaluated for a plausible basis to see if there is probable success in the end. The special fund may also be used for assisting with the cost of medical or psychiatric opinions for veterans that qualify. All cases will be evaluated on a case by case basis.
This seed money is just the beginning of what is hoped to be a trigger for more funds through
grants in the future.

Vets For Full Representation
Board members and Executive

Upcoming Events
October 24th

December 5th

December 15th

Vets for Full Representation
will be holding a fundraising
Bingo for VFFR at Veterans
Crossing. For a ticket call
740-989-2015. Doors open
at 3:00, Bingo starts at
5:00. There will be raffles,
food and 50/50.

Veterans Crossing & Vets for
Full Representation will be
participating in Christmas in
the Village. From 9:00am3:00pm there will be vendors & crafters. We will also
have refreshments. Bring
the kids Santa will be here.

Vets For Full Representation

November 11th
Veterans Crossing has
teamed up with Vets for Full
Representation to have a
special FREE luncheon from
12:00-4:00 for all Veterans.
It is our way to say “Thank
You” for your service.

members are invited to
attend a membership meeting.
VFFR Board of Directors invite members that are interested in being part of the
Board of Directors to submit
their nomination.
Refreshments provided.

Director, Sheri Jarvis, wish all
Veterans a wonderful Veterans
Day. Veterans Day is all about
YOU. Those who served our
country.

Updated Computer Training
As all of you realize, I’m totally blind without light perception since Vietnam. After closing my law office and starting a new venture at Veterans Crossing, firebase for Vets For Full Representation, I found
that it was the opportune time to receive additional computer and IPhone training. I went to the Cleveland Blind Rehabilitation Center located in the Louis Stokes Cleveland Medical Center. The experience
was wonderful. I have only wonderful things to say about all the staff as well as the other veterans that
have visual problems and/or blind for various reasons, like myself. The program was excellent. I did
drive the nurses crazy by forcing the hand of the in house physician to reduce my insulin by exercising
three times a day and thus received low blood sugar readings. I got control of my diabetes for the time
being rather than it controlling me. I lost 15 pounds in 5 weeks and am almost insulin free by exercising
three times a day. I really do need the additional energy to put into Veterans Crossing and Vets For Full
Representation.
While I was there I did give three other blind veterans casual advice and direction that were not rated
for disabilities properly and/or many of the claims were missed. There veterans were dealing with the
same old, same old, don’t file your claims, don’t appeal, don’t get the VA mad or you may get reduced
and/or they were not aware of many of their claims. If their claims were in the category of new or reopened claims they could not find an Attorney that was interested in their claims as well. A disabled veteran should not be caught between the old traditional veteran’s representatives and the established veterans law attorneys. Veterans need representatives who stay on top of their claims so the veteran feels
like his/her back is covered.
While I was there I did not feel that many of these veterans had a history of their representatives covering their backs. That is sad. Otherwise, my experience at the VA Cleveland Blind Rehabilitation Center
was wonderful.
Best Regards,
David Huffman

Vets For Full Representation is proud to announce that 121 people have rang the Freedom Bell at
Veterans Crossing so far. An additional 1,020 have rang the virtual Freedom Bell on the Veterans
Crossing website. www.veteranscrossing.com.
If you have not rang the Freedom Bell consider ringing Veterans Crossing Freedom Bell, online or in person. Our bell stands for the freedom our Veterans have fought and died for.

Veterans Crossing (Firebase for Vets For Full Representation)
Grand Opening
Veterans Crossing, which is the firebase for VFFR, had its Grand Opening August 29th and it was a success. The Stature of Liberty stood tall while approximately 200 Veterans and their families celebrated the
grand opening. Many of them rang the bell for freedom and signed the book as a ringer of the Freedom
Bell. To watch the video of the grand opening visit Veterans Crossing on Facebook or visit our website at
www.veteranscrossing.com.
Vets For Full Representation located at Veterans Crossing does not represent Veterans itself, but has
assisted 6 veterans in the past month and has referred additional veterans to attorneys and veteran’s
organizations to help the veterans search for the best possible representation.

Do You Know a Veteran?
The 15th annual Little Hocking Elementary School Veterans Day Assembly will be
held on Tuesday, November 10, 2015. If you know a veteran or are a veteran yourself and would like to receive an invitation to this very special event, please call
740-989-2000 ext 410 or ext 421.

Do I Still File VA Claims After I Am 100%?
It depends. Why waste your time on filing a claim that won’t grant you any additional money.
Unless your claim fits into a special category that would cause you to receive housebound, krating and/or aid and attendants you may waste your time and energy. However, if you are receiving un-employability and attend to go back to work someday you may want to upgrade your
claim so you can be 100% without having the limitations of how much money you can make because your 100% is a result of un-employability. Moreover, if you contact any caner, heart disease or disabilities that threaten your life that could be service connected, you need to file to
protect your spouse. After you are 100%, your spouse has to wait for 10 years to receive benefits if you die for a non service connected reason. Do what is in your best interest and the best
interest of your spouse based on these fore mentioned principals.

Help us with our cause. Encourage people to become members of Vets For Full Representation.
If you have a change of address please contact Sheri Jarvis @ 740-989-2015 or 844-638-8606.
Thanks for all your support.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
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